Let us focus on your safety so you can focus on business

At marcus evans, the well-being of our clients and employees is our top
priority and we are committed to doing everything in our power to keep our
summits safe and successful. For this reason, we are taking the necessary
steps to minimize risk and enhance safety for our attendees and employees.
In anticipation of the summit, we have reviewed all areas of our event
and a detailed plan is currently in place; from the arrival experience to the
registration process, from our one-on-one meetings to the setup of our
presentations, as well as our meals and networking activities.
More by luck than design, a marcus evans summit is, by it’s very nature,
a safe event to attend. Our events are exclusive and our one-on-one
meetings are just that – they allow controlled business interactions in a safe
space. Unlike large trade shows, our summits are tailored to welcome a
limited gathering of c-suite executives where every precaution is taken to
protect our attendees.
It is actively encouraged that participants do arrange their vaccination
date prior to the event, where possible. If a participant is not vaccinated
prior to the summit, it is required that a rapid test is conducted within
72 hours of arrival.

prior to your arrival
marcus evans summits works exclusively with luxury venues who are
committed to the well-being of their guests and are adhering to the latest
health and safety regulations.
All event spaces at the summit hotel have been reviewed thoroughly. Where
needed, larger spaces have been secured to ensure that the necessary social
distancing can be applied during presentations, one-on-one meetings and
banqueting functions.
A comprehensive plan has been discussed with the hotel to ensure an
appropriate cleaning and sterilization strategy is employed.

fACE Masks must be worn
at all times unless actively
eating or drinking

Reorganised seating
in presentation rooms will
allow ample space between
attendees and will adhere to
social distancing rules

The use of Outdoor
spaces at the venue will be
maximized for social functions

Sanitizing stations
will be provided throughout
the venue

Stage, lectern and
microphones will be
disinfected after each session

High-touch points and
communal areas will be
disinfected regularly by venue
staff throughout the day

We look forward to welcoming you
to our summit.

